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Monologue

Dr. Wallach starts the show citing the latest studies on cholesterol. For years doctors have been
touting the benefits of lowering blood levels of LDL and increasing levels of HDL to promote
heart health. The lastest studies indicate that increasing HDL does not promote heart health. In
fact there appears to be no benefit at all. While increasing evidence indicates that lowering LDL
does not promote heart health.

Pearls of Wisdom

Doug Winfrey and Dr. Wallach continue to discuss Doug's recent experiences diealing with the
medical system following his father's lung cancer diagnosis. To date Doug has discussed how
chemo and radiation therapy cause low platelet counts that resulted in bleeds. The final
treatment pushed platelets so low that Doug's father nearly bled out completely. Resulting in a
helicopter ride to and ICU. While his father was in the ICU unit Doug observed posted rules on
ICU visitor etiquette. Such as speaking in lowered tones, cell phones turned off or ringers off at
least, too many visitors in the ICU rooms at once and a few days old infant brought into the
area. Not only did staffers at the hospital also ignore the posted rules but did nothing to enforce
them even when asked.
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Callers
- Steve's dad has been diagnosed with COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease),
PAD (peripheral artery disease) and glaucoma.
- Michelle has a friend diagnosed with type 2 diabetes.
- Nicole has two questions the first concerns her own problems with recurring deep vein
thrombosis. Second she has friends taking Yougevity's "Healthy Start Pack" and have
experienced disruptions in their menstrual cycles.

Call Dr. Wallach's live radio program weekdays from noon until 1pm pacific time at
831-685-1080 or toll free at 888-379-2552.
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